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Peekaboo ABC is a fun Sophie la girafe book that features every letter of the alphabet illustrated by

familiar objects and brought to life by Sophie and her playful friends. Does your baby love Sophie la

girafe? Children around the world have fallen in love with Sophie, the giraffe toy from France that's

become a worldwide favorite and phenomenon. If your baby loves to play with Sophie la girafe, why

not help your child learn with Sophie, too? In our Sophie la girafe books, Sophie and her friends

teach babies new concepts, introducing key subjects such as colors and basic vocabulary to babies

in a way that feels familiar and fun to children who already enjoy playing with Sophie, their favorite

giraffe toy. Sophie la girafe: Â©Sophie la girafe. ModÃ¨le dÃ©posÃ© / Design patent
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Granddaughter loves this book. She is 2 years old and she wants to hurry and see where Sophie is

hiding or even a couple of other animals. There are a few things for the child to touch such as a

"plump" apple, a scratchy kite, the textured skin of Sophie, flaps to pull down or pull open. She loves

the book. There is a full alphabet on the inside back cover so the child can see all the letters at one

time and those letters look just like the ones throughout the book, such as Aa is for Apple Cc is for

Cup, etc. Nice book, well done.

This abc book is really sweet. I like the pictures to accompany each letter. Also, inside the book is

an upper & lowercase of each letter. Each spread has one flap to open for an additional photo of



that letter. And the last page spread of the book has all the letters of the alphabet. I like the Sophie

books because the pictures are beautiful - definitely colored but not so vibrant or neon they hurt

your eyes! A good book I would recommend!

My daughter really likes this Sophie ABC book. It has a new texture to feel on each page and

peekaboo flaps. She loves to play with the rabiit's fuzzy texture. She will open it right up to the rabbit

and keep feeli it for like 5 minutes!! That's a long time because she is a very active curious baby and

is always on the move. Very cute book and will hopefully help her with her ABC's eventually.

Great content and Sophie peekaboo is a big hit. However the hiding place...the flaps...are not very

sturdy. I'm guessing Sophie will only be hidden a few more days.

Cute Sophie the giraffe book. Similar to others in the series. This one is about the abcs. Bought for

my 2 year old and she loves the book.

Nothing really special. It was just a basic ABC book.

Little readers will love this bite-sized read.

Cute book, but my baby ripped the flaps off.
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